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The top 9 reasons to get an SSD
If you’ve heard much about computer hardware, then you’ve
probably heard about SSDs. Solid state drives (SSDs) use
flash memory to deliver dramatic performance gains compared to mechanical hard drives. Since SSDs don’t have
small moving parts that are prone to failure, they offer a wide
range of cost-effective benefits to nearly every computer user.


#1: Faster everything.

#2: Seamless multitasking. The improved data access capabilities of an SSD allow you to toggle multiple programs with ease. From
backing up your data to running antivirus system scans to accessing apps,
websites and playlists, an SSD enables you to multitask like a pro — with
little to no lag time.





The top 9 Reasons to get an
SSD.



Back to School
Deals!



Lenovo Laptop
Special

Imagine clicking on a program and hav-

ing it load immediately. That’s the power of an SSD. SSDs also enable
“instant on” performance — the ability for your system to boot almost
immediately. Since SSDs don’t have to mechanically seek out data on a
moving platter (as a hard drive does), they help your system achieve instant-on performance.


Special Points
of Interest:

#3: Increased energy efficiency. Since SSDs don’t have
small moving parts, they require less energy to operate and can increase
the life of your laptop’s battery.



#4: Better system cooling. Since SSDs access data using flash memory rather than
seeking it out on a spinning platter like a hard drive, they’re able to maintain more consistent operating temperatures, which can help keep overall system temps down.



#5: Less fan noise. Since SSDs stay cooler than hard drives, your fan doesn’t have to work
as hard, which means less fan noise and quieter overall performance. That humming sound you
heard when using a hard drive? Gone.



#6: Increased durability and reliability. Since SSDs don’t have small moving parts
that are easily susceptible to damage, they can be thrown around and still retain your important
files and information. Designed to reliably store your data for years, SSDs offer additional shock and
vibration resistance for travel-tested durability.



#7: Flexible storage. SSDs are available in multiple form factors, and some form factors
(like SATA) are able to plug directly into your system’s motherboard, allowing the drive to act as a
cache drive or to work alongside your existing hard drive. What’s more, with a USB cable, you can
use an SSD like a giant flash drive — just plug it in!



#8: Better gaming. For gamers, the faster data access speeds of an SSD help enable faster
load times, so you can spend more time playing and less time waiting. Many gamers love using SSDs
because it means they’re a step (or a load) ahead of the competition, giving them an increased
chance at first strikes and a more seamless gaming experience.



#9: More time for what matters. Since computers are used to accomplish a wide variety of personal and professional tasks, the increased speed and efficiency of an SSD means that
you’ll have the ability to get more done in less time. Life moves fast — your computer should too.

BACK TO

SCHOOL

DEALS!
Malware and Virus Removal


Computer Cleanup



Run all current updates to make
sure your computer is up to
date.



Format & Reload


Complete Fresh Start



Data Backed up (If possible.)
Then Restored.



Run Updates



Only $110+ tax

Only $82.50+ tax

Upgrade Hard Drive to SSD
$10 off Hard Drive this Month when you mention this discount.


120Gb SSD Hard Drive- $99 -$10=$89



240Gb SSD Hard Drive- - $149 - $10=$139



500Gb SSD Hard Drive- - $199 - $10= $189



Computer Cleanup/Updates



Format & Reload (If needed)



Only $82.50 Plus cost of Hard Drive+ tax












Lenovo Ideapad 320 Laptop
Intel Quad Core Pentium N4200 2.5 Processor
4GB DDR3 RAM
120GB Solid State Hard Drive
DVD+/- RW Drive
10/100/1000 Network Card & Wireless N
3 USB and 1 HDMI Port
Sound and Speakers, Webcam
15.6 Color Display
Microsoft Windows 10 Home
One Year Manufacturer's Warranty

